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In my evidence to the Committee on Wednesday 30 October, I offered to send you detail of
our geographical allocation policy for resources for the affordable housing supply programme
(AHSP). I attach a note on this. The note includes some information which I first sent you
last year, about the needs-based formula for non-TMDF council allocations, but it also sets
this in a slightly broader context about the allocation of resources for the AHSP as a whole.

I hope this is helpful.
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NOTE FOR ICI COMMITTEE

Geographical Allocation of Affordable Housing Supply Programme (AHSP)
Budget

The majority of the AHSP budget supports council-led programmes across Scotland.

The AHSP budget itself is composed of two parts: part is within the Scottish
Government's main 'Housing Supply' budget; and part within Local Government
Capital (the TMDF component).

The TMDF budget line is used to provide resources for the affordable housing
programmes in Glasgow and Edinburgh, under the 'transfer of management of
development funding' agreement with those councils ten years ago. The current
convention is that 69.7% of this budget is for Glasgow and 30.3% for Edinburgh.

Most of the AHSP resources within the 'Housing Supply' budget are used to support
affordable housing programmes led by the other 30 councils. For the allocation of
these resources a needs-based formula was agreed with COSLA in 2012. The
formula is being phased in so that it takes partial effect in 2015/16 and 2016/17, and
will take full effect from 2017/18.

The model divides 5% of the resource equally between the 30 councils, and
allocates the remaining 95% in accordance with the size of each authority (measured
by the total number of households of all tenures), adjusted by four agreed indicators
of housing need. The definitions of these four indicators, with their weightings within
the model, are as follows:

• 25% - market pressure/affordability: a composite measure combining lower
quartile house prices and local housing allowance, each related to lower quartile
earnings;

• 30% - regeneration and deprivation: a composite indicator combining in equal
proportions the proportion of homes in the poorest 15% of SIMD areas (to
address regeneration pressures) and the income deprivation measure from Grant
Aided Expenditure (GAE) (to address broader aspects of deprivation);

• 25% - remoteness: applying the measure of population dispersion used for GAE,
as proxy both for increased housing need in remote areas, and for the increased
cost of meeting those needs in those areas;

• 15% - homelessness pressure: a composite indicator combining the average
numbers in temporary accommodation as a percentage of total social lets, and
the percentage of social lets which go to homeless applicants.

The remaining AHSP resources - some of which are in the form of Financial
Transaction Consequentials which can only be used to provide loans or equity
stakes - are held centrally. These resources support central initiatives such as the
Open Market Shared Equity Scheme, the Home Owners Support Fund, various
innovation initiatives and other specific priorities. The majority of these central



programmes have a Scotland-wide focus, but some are specific to particular areas:
current examples are the reprovisioning of Glasgow housing by the Glasgow
Housing Association; the replacement of the Cumbernauld multi-storey flats; and
the rural rent to buy scheme in the Highlands.
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